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Leonie is visiting her father’s office for lunch when she
meets Vidal, the president of the company. Asked out to
lunch by this billionaire industrialist of aristocratic
Portuguese heritage, Leonie is over the moon. But later
that night, he reveals his true desire: her body. Shocked,
Leonie declines his marriage proposal the next day. Two
years later, Leonie asks to speak with Vidal, who she
swore never to see again. Her father has embezzled
corporate money, and Leonie attempts to repent, but
Vidal demands coldly, “I order you to marry me.”
This sexy billionaire needs a bride, and he's not above
buying one! Real estate mogul Sullivan Bradford's family
is pushing hard for him to get married. When his mom
sets up an appointment for him with a matchmaker, he
seizes the opportunity. A business arrangement with a
suitable candidate is just the thing to get his parents off
his back. The last thing Kinsley Taylor was looking for
was a husband, but she can't afford to turn down the
deal Sullivan is offering. Not when becoming his bride
will give her the money she needs to save her brother.
Love and babies weren't part of the agreement...but
some contracts were meant to be broken.
Never fall in love with your best friend... I met Hal on the
first day of high school. I also fell in love with Hal on the
first day of high school. But although we were good
friends from the start, I knew he'd never be mine. He's
gorgeous, confident, sexy, and he's also incredibly rich.
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I'm scarred - physically and emotionally - quiet, and my
family has always been poor. The two of us are poles
apart. So I've trained myself not to think of him in that
way. Not to think of kissing him, undressing him slowly.
Of sliding beneath the bedclothes. Of having his hands
on my skin. I don't think of it at all. I can't. Because Hal
never stays with a girl for long, and if he were to have
me, then leave me, my heart would break into a million
pieces, and I'd never be able to put it together again. But
then he tells me he's fallen in love with someone. I try to
guess who, and he just smiles. "Izzy," he says patiently,
"it's you." Oh no. * The Billionaire Kings is set in Noah's
Ark Animal Sanctuary and features the sons of the
heroes from the USA Today bestselling Three Wise Men
series of sexy holiday romances. The books are all
standalones, and you don't have to have read the Three
Wise Men to enjoy The Billionaire Kings, but if you have
read them you will hopefully have fun meeting up with
Brock, Charlie, and Matt occasionally in these stories!
This new series takes place approximately thirty years
after the Three Wise Men, but it's not set 'in the future'. I
just thought it would be fun to write a new series that had
a connection to one of my favorites. I hope you enjoy
reading it as much as I enjoyed writing it!
Warning: This box set features a Dominant alpha male
who will OWN your days and nights. It contains over
130,000 words of WHITE HOT suspense, dirty talk,
spanking, and other assorted naughtiness and should be
read with caution...and spare panties. Marine turned
billionaire arms dealer Jackson Hawke has one goal-to
have the woman who ruined his life at his mercy. He'll
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see her on her knees, even if he has to pay for the
privilege. Six years ago, Hannah buried her twin sister.
Now, with her family in jeopardy, Hannah must sell
herself to a wealthy stranger in order to save their home.
She expects to be scarred by the experience. She
doesn't expect to pay penance for her sister's sins or to
meet a man who brings her body savagely to life.
Jackson Hawke might be a monster, but he's Hannah's
monster. They belong together and she's determined to
show Jackson that she can love every part of him-light
and dark, cruel and gentle, lost soul and Dominant man.
Can a monster learn to become a man again?Or will
dark forces from the past claim Hannah's life before she
can claim Jackson's heart? *This box set contains the
complete Bought by the Billionaire series. Same steamy
romance, new author name.
This sexy billionaire doesn't need a bride, but he finds
himself buying one anyway. Garret Hansen is focused on
business, and getting married is the last thing on his
mind. Then the woman his company is tasked to protect
without her knowledge visits a discreet matchmaker, and
it gives him the perfect excuse to provide her with close
security...as her husband. Keaton Michaels desperately
wants to get out from under her father's thumb. Finding a
suitable husband is the perfect solution because her
wifely duties would take precedence over being a
politician's daughter. Their marriage was supposed to be
temporary, but love and babies have a way of changing
plans.
The Billionaire’s Mistake is a classic billionaire-chasesformer-virgin romance - if your idea of classic is steamy,
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steamy angst with another plot twist that will make you
gasp… No one says no to me. I’ve never worked to get
laid in my life. Women throw themselves at my feet. My
last name is enough for models, socialites, actresses,
and A-listers--I hardly even have to buy them dinner first.
Emery is nothing like normal women. She seduced me,
gave me her first time, and suddenly I’m the one on my
knees. Finding out that she was keeping secrets from me
should have made my life easier. I could go back to living
it on my own terms. No attachments, no obligations. No
big blinky eyes begging me for more. When she walked
away, I should have thrown a party. But she doesn’t get
to just walk away. I’m the one who says when this is
over. And her perfect, sweet small town is an addiction I
can’t kick. There’s no way I’m letting her get away that
easily. It’s time to remind her exactly what she’s
missing. I might even have to remind her twice. Fine,
three times, max. She belongs at my side. In my bed.
And she’d better not be keeping any other secrets from
me. Book two of three in the Intern Trilogy.
If Her Eye Should Wander…. Elizabeth is happily married
to her Billionaire Master. But if her gaze should stray,
what would she really like for her Birthday? A BDSM
Ménage Erotic Romance Explicit Adult Content. For
Mature Readers Only
The book, The Billionaire and the Devatha, is a romantic
fiction about Hari, who is tested by fate and forced to
face all sorts of difficulties in life. Does he face his
troubles boldly, and is he able to come out on top of
them? The value of Indian culture and importance of
maintaining good relationships have been projected
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throughout the story. Hari suffers through several difficult
situations one after another, and readers may relate to
his plight. However, it is important to remember that
unconditional love and respect for Nature and the
Almighty will definitely give us the support necessary to
understand that our falls are neither fatal nor permanent.
Hari is only an imaginary example of the lives of many
living legends who have fought all their lives to attain
great fame. This book is a very interesting read with
plenty of surprise twists at unexpected moments.
Sold to the ruthless tycoon! Innocent socialite Marnie
Kenington was devastated when her parents forced her
to spurn Nikos Kyriazis. She’s never forgotten him, nor
his raw sensuality. So years later, when Nikos insists on
a meeting, Marnie’s heart leaps…until Nikos strikes a
cold, hard deal. Her family is on the verge of bankruptcy
and he will rescue them—if she becomes his wife!
Marnie’s rejection drove self-made billionaire Nikos to
unimaginable success. Now, he’ll take his revenge.
Marnie’s poise is legendary, but he knows in the
bedroom he can take her apart, piece by sensual piece…
A colorful and revealing portrait of the rise of India’s new
billionaire class in a radically unequal society India is the
world’s largest democracy, with more than one billion people
and an economy expanding faster than China’s. But the
rewards of this growth have been far from evenly shared, and
the country’s top 1% now own nearly 60% of its wealth. In
megacities like Mumbai, where half the population live in
slums, the extraordinary riches of India’s new dynasties echo
the Vanderbilts and Rockefellers of America's Gilded Age,
funneling profits from huge conglomerates into lifestyles of
conspicuous consumption. James Crabtree’s The Billionaire
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Raj takes readers on a personal journey to meet these
reclusive billionaires, fugitive tycoons, and shadowy political
power brokers. From the sky terrace of the world’s most
expensive home to impoverished villages and mass political
rallies, Crabtree dramatizes the battle between crony
capitalists and economic reformers, revealing a tense
struggle between equality and privilege playing out against a
combustible backdrop of aspiration, class, and caste. The
Billionaire Raj is a vivid account of a divided society on the
cusp of transformation—and a struggle that will shape not just
India’s future, but the world’s.
Fourteen years after losing his wife, Vee; and unborn child;
Henry finds himself no longer fulfilled by his property empire
and Club S - his fantasy club where he seeks no-strings
satisfaction. Then Vee’s half-sister comes to visit. The
Amelia he remembers was 9 years old, not this 23-year-old
very attractive blonde. Within hours, she’s turning Henry’s
life upside-down. Is Henry finally ready to live life again, or will
he continue to close himself off from love? If you like stories
of HOT rich alpha males, stories that pull at the heartstrings,
and happy ever afters, read on…
Love don’t cost a thing… except everything. When billionaire
mogul James Preston hires an escort as a date for his
brother’s wedding, he knows he’s taking a risk. One thing he
won’t be taking? The escort’s clothes off. He just wants a
date—not a girlfriend. Not a relationship. No strings. No ties.
No games. No sex. He has his reasons. He lost someone he
loved, and isn’t interested in trying again. Too many
opportunities for mistakes or worse, heartbreak. Audrey
Reynolds became a high-end escort to keep her brother in his
expensive group home. James Preston is the client of her
dreams—he’s offering to pay her more money for two weeks
than she’s ever made before. But James is... difficult. He’s
gorgeous, troubled and all too human for Audrey's businessPage 6/23
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like tastes. Determined to complete her assignment and
collect the money, Audrey tries to play by James’s rules. But
before she knows what's happening, he's rewriting the
contract. When Audrey ends up in James’s bed, he realizes
that she’s everything he’s wanted… and everything he’s
been running from.
Leonie rejected Vidal's first proposal because of his
arrogance, his womanizing — and his powerful sexuality,
which left her trembling. Now the Portuguese billionaire is
back in her life — and this time he has a hold over her. He will
settle her father's debt, and make her his legal mistress. But
Vidal doesn't want a mistress. He wants marriage. And he's
determined to possess Leonie — in every way....
USA TODAY Bestselling author! Curvy Penny McDaniels, a
self-described "bean-counter" who spends more time
fantasizing about a different life than actually going after one,
is shocked when her bosses at Buchanan Enterprises show
her more than a passing interest in her ample curves. In fact,
she discovers in the most scandalized way, the bad boy
billionaires, legendary in their sexual appetites, have
hungered for those bountiful curves for quite a while and
they're done waiting. A contract, an obscene amount of
money, and a promise of pleasure beyond her wildest
dreams, Penny is sucked into the dizzying Buchanan world of
money and privilege. Nolan and Vince, twin brothers who
delight in sharing everything, set their sights on their luscious
accountant and when they hatch an indecent plan to put her
in their bed, they don't hesitate -- no matter the cost. Penny is
everything they'd dreamed she'd be and soon enough, their
feelings for Penny go beyond the physical but they never
imagined their older brother, Dillon, would return home and
threaten everything in their world. Dillon, the original bad boy
Buchanan, is the proverbial black sheep with an axe to grind.
He's got a score to settle with his little brothers and he's ready
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to take everything of value from them -- including the curvy,
delectable Penny. Three brothers want her. Only one will win.
PRAISE FROM READERS!* "Alexx is amazing she hit it out
of the park!" * "I completely fell in love with this series. I love
how a women can make a man fall to his knees and learn
from his mistakes." * "Once I started reading the books to the
Buchanan's series I couldn't put my kindle down." *
"Innocence, passion and secrets make One Wild ride. I loved
it all. From every passion filled to every painful moment or
memory. Great read for all those who can handle real life and
happy endings." LOOKING FOR NOLAN AND VINCE'S
STORY? The Buchanan's Baby (Nolan's story) The
Buchanan's Redemption (Vince's story)
Not Just a Pretty Face… Elizabeth continues to prove her
value to her Billionaire Master, Richard Haswell, both in
business and the bedroom. However, she worries about the
enemy who is following her. A BDSM Erotic Romance
A hilarious, touching and extraordinary fable from David
Walliams, number one bestseller and fastest growing
children’s author across the globey, with EXCLUSIVE audio
and video from David Walliams
Bought by the Billionaire: The SeriesEverly Stone
If that man calls her one more time... So what if Gabe
Campos is a model-dating billionaire who gets Keisha Jacobs
hotter than a Ferrari's engine on the straightaway? He keeps
pushing her to sell her family's furniture business, but she'll
never give in—not unless she wants to give her father a
second heart attack. All Gabe should be thinking about is how
he'll finally get revenge on the man who killed his father. But
when he meets the man's daughter, Keisha, instead of
focusing on destroying Jacobs Fine Furnishings, he can't get
her warm-whisky voice out of his mind. Forced by a snow
storm to spend the night together, their passion ignites. The
next day, however, it's back to business. The only way Keisha
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can save her family is to win a bet with the billionaire. But
neither realized their hearts are part of the bargain...

From Bestselling Author, J.L. Ryan, Comes This Steamy
Billionaire Romance Book Bundle Boxed Set! April
Edward's life should be so much better than it is. Things
have always been easy for her. Then her father is
arrested for securities fraud and all of his assets are
seized. April finds herself on her own, with no money and
no one to depend on. When her sorority sister gets her a
job working as staff at a posh upstate resort, it looks like
things might begin looking up. Then one of the guests
gets too grabby, and April is the one who loses her job.
As she struggles to figure out what to do, hot and sexy
billionaire, Nigel Conroy takes notice of her. He decides
to let her see the other side of the resort as a guest and
get the ultimate revenge - moving on. April is cautious.
She's not looking for someone to solve her problems. In
Nigel though, she may have found someone to fall in
love with, but it could come with a hefty price... Books
included in this billionaire romance boxed set: The
Billionaire's Gift The Billionaire Boss The Billionaire's
Caregiver The Billionaire's Wish Take Me Back ****Don't
forget to check out bestselling author J.L. Ryan's other
books here on Google Play and on RadishFiction.com,
where you can BINGE on J.L.'s other steamy billionaire
romances, alpha male romances, bad boy romances,
second chances, and curvy girl romances, and read
FREE chapters!**** Buy Now! billionaire romance,
romance novels, romance books, billionaire, bad boy
romance, alpha male romance, second chance romance,
curvy girl romance, BWWM, BWWM interracial romance,
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steamy romance, sexy romance, older man younger
woman, rags to riches, Cinderella story, best friend
romance, friends to lovers, enemies to lovers, CEO
romance, boss romance, workplace romance,
contemporary romance, interracial romance, romance
series, boxed sets, box sets, book bundles, comedy,
romantic comedy, humor, suspense, thriller, plus size
romance, dark romance, modern romance, steamy,
sexy, young adult, new adult, college romance, happily
ever after ending, no cliffhanger, pregnancy romance,
books like fifty shades of grey, fifty shades, BBW, love
triangle, secret baby, vacation, wedding, workplace,
clean and wholesome, sweet, humor, funny, fantasy,
historical, anthologies, book bundles, menage, reverse
harem, contemporary romance, racy romance novels,
steamy, sizzling, spicy, racy, soul mates, soulmates,
paranormal, shifter, science fiction, historical, books,
novels, stories, adult romance with sex, bad boy
romance unintended, romance and sex, romance
comedy, romance down under, romance historical,
romance james patterson, romance mystery, romance
novels, romance regency, virgin, romance deals,
adventure, best romance novels, bestsellers romance,
harlequin romance, EL James, billionaire obsession,
billionaire boys club, billionaires secret, fifty shades
darker, books like fifty shades darker, billionaire boss,
dirty billionaire, beauty and the billionaire, plus size
romance, curvy, cocky billionaire, beautiful disaster,
beautiful bastard, international romance, heir romancy,
royalty romance, js scott, the billionaire's game, the
billionaire's secret, billionaire romance box set
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BONUS: Includes a complete Elizabeth Hayley novel
from Bookshot Flames! Manwhore. That's what the
board of directors--and the tabloids--thinks of billionaire
bachelor Reese Crane. Ordinarily he couldn't care less,
but his playboy past is preventing the board from naming
him CEO of Crane Hotels. Nothing--and no one--will
keep him from his life's legacy. They want a settled man
to lead the company? Then that's exactly what he'll give
them. Merina Van Heusen will do anything to get her
parents' funky boutique hotel back--even marry cold-asice-but-sexy-as-hell Reese Crane. It's a simple business
contract--six months of marriage, absolute secrecy, and
the Van Heusen is all hers again. But when sparks fly
between them, their passion quickly moves from the
boardroom to the bedroom. And soon Merina is living her
worst nightmare: falling in love with her husband.
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 2016.
In this all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling
series, Hunter and Gretchen are finally tying the knot—but
their wedding may not be the easy fairy tale they’ve
dreamed of... Someone's out to ruin Gretchen's happyever-after on the eve before the big day. Can she trust
Hunter, the man she's given her heart to? And can she
rely on her sister Daphne (the least reliable person of
all!) to help her salvage things? Or is this marriage going
to go down in flames before Gretchen and Hunter ever
get to the altar? Includes a sneak peek of Dirty Money,
first in Clare’s brand new Roughneck Billionaires series.
Praise for the Billionaire Boys Club Novels “Blazing
hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen
“Great storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so
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hot.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Billionaire Book Club Questionnaire#1: Who is your
least favorite character in the book?Me-Caplin Hawkins. I
am an absolute idiot.#2: Who is your favorite
character?Gorgeous, addictive, insanely challenging
Ruby.She's smart, driven, self-confident, and so
beautiful, she makes my chest ache.#3 What is your
biggest takeaway from the story?Ruby Rockford and I
are meant to be.I just have to prove it to her.For the
entirety of my adult life, I've been content.Content in my
single lifestyle, content in my stressful-but-extremelysuccessful job as the main corporate counsel for almost
every Fortune 500 company in North America, and
content in my playful, spontaneous ways.I had no idea it
was possible for someone to change my mind.The
endless women and work are no longer enough, and just
as Ruby Rockford told me-it's about time I grow up.It's
going to take a strategic attack from more than a couple
brilliant minds to win her affection, but luckily, I know
exactly where to find the right guys for the job...The
Billionaire Book Club.It's safe to say that I, Caplin
Hawkins, the man most women would call The Ultimate
Player, have finally met my match, and man oh man, has
my end game changed.I'm coming for you, Ruby.And
soon, you'll be coming for me, too.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A top journalist crosses the
yellow tape to investigate a shocking high-society crime.
Billionaires, philanthropists, socialites . . . victims. Barry
and Honey Sherman appeared to lead charmed lives.
But the world was shocked in late 2017 when their
bodies were found in a bizarre tableau in their elegant
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Toronto home. First described as murder-suicide — belts
looped around their necks, they were found seated
beside their basement swimming pool — police later ruled
it a staged, targeted double murder. Nothing about the
case made sense to friends of the founder of one of the
world’s largest generic pharmaceutical firms and his
wife, a powerhouse in Canada’s charity world. Together,
their wealth has been estimated at well over $4.7 billion.
There was another side to the story. A strategic genius
who built a large generic drug company — Apotex Inc. —
Barry Sherman was a self-described workaholic,
renowned risk-taker, and disruptor during his fifty-year
career. Regarded as a generous friend by many,
Sherman was also feared by others. He was criticized for
stifling academic freedom and using the courts to win at
all costs. Upset with building issues at his mansion, he
sued and recouped millions from tradespeople. At the
time of his death, Sherman had just won a decades-old
legal case involving four cousins who wanted 20 percent
of his fortune. Toronto Star investigative journalist Kevin
Donovan chronicles the unsettling story from the
beginning, interviewing family members, friends, and
colleagues, and sheds new light on the Shermans’ lives
and the disturbing double murder. Deeply researched
and authoritative, The Billionaire Murders is a
compulsively readable tale of a strange and perplexing
crime.
Can two people with broken hearts help each other to
heal? When I interview for the position of nanny for a
billionaire's three-month-old daughter, I'm looking for an
escape. From my past, from my memories, and from
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those both alive and dead who refuse to give me peace.
Kingfisher House is exactly what I need-a huge, quiet
retreat high atop the cliffs overlooking New Zealand's
rugged coastline, straight out of a Gothic novel. It even
has its own brooding hero. Ben Prince is gorgeous,
stern, and withdrawn, and he's forbidden everyone to
discuss what happened to baby Estella's mother. It's only
as I delve deeper into his life that I discover although his
heart has been broken, it's not for the reasons I first
thought. We're both determined not to get involved. But
as we reveal each other's secrets, heat rises between us
until it's too strong to fight. All we can do is hope it
doesn't consume us completely...
Bought by the Billionaire: 1 A Dark Billionaire Romance
Karen: My family is in financial ruins so when billionaire
Damien offers me a deal of a lifetime I can't refuse.
Damien: I need to marry to get my inheritance. I've set
my sights on Karen who I believe to be money hungry
and easy. For me, this will be sheer pleasure. But the
cost of the marriage to Karen proves to be far higher
than I am willing to pay. What price can you put on love?
This is a Steamy, Dark, short Story Romance. No
Cliffhangers. This is the first story in the Dark Billionaire
Series. If you love short romances with steamy love
scenes, and a gritty story, then this one is for you.
Kidnapped for Revenge Abducted by her enemies,
Elizabeth is in their power. What do they intend for her?
And will her Master find her in time? ? A BDSM Erotic
Romance
From the New York Times bestselling author of the
Billionaire Boys Club novels comes a sizzling series that
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pairs rich men looking for romances with some very
lucky ladies in waiting… Waitress Marjorie Ivarsson is the
picture of naiveté. Raised by her grandmother, she’d
rather go to bingo than go dancing. But when she’s
asked to be a bridesmaid in her friend Bronte’s
destination wedding, she finds herself venturing into new
and exciting territory. The wedding is set on the
billionaire groom’s private island and Marjorie is
fascinated by all the new people she’s meeting. Most
fascinating of all is the man she saves from almost
drowning in the blue waters of the island lagoon. She
might even have a bit of a crush on him. Unfortunately,
she’s not the only girl who finds him so intriguing. Hot
shot television producer Robert Cannon has a reputation
for womanizing, drinking, and partying to excess. They
couldn’t be more wrong for each other...so why are they
constantly drawn together like magnets? Praise for the
Billionaire Boys Club novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today
“A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great
storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so
hot.”—Kirkus Reviews New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Jessica Clare writes under three pen
names. As Jessica Clare, she writes erotic contemporary
romances, including the Billionaire Boys Club novels and
the Animal Magnetism novels. As Jessica Sims, she
writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals, and as Jill Myles,
she writes a little bit of everything, from sexy, comedic
urban fantasy to fairy tales gone wrong.
Their six-week betrothal bargain Samantha Wilson never
forgot the sting of Leo Morgan-White's youthful rejection,
but now the brooding billionaire is offering a solution to
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her mother's debts that she can't refuse. Leo's deal was
simple. Samantha would pose as his fiancée to help
secure custody of his late stepbrother's daughter. But
Samantha's purity is a breath of fresh air in Leo's cynical
world, and the temptation to satisfy his lust for her
becomes irresistible. As the end of their agreement
approaches, Sam's ability to resist their potent attraction
is buckling under the weight of wearing Leo's ring and
the heat of his expert touch…
"Billionaire Wilderness offers an unprecedented look
inside the world of the ultra-wealthy and their relationship
to the natural world, showing how the ultra-rich use
nature to resolve key predicaments in their lives. Justin
Farrell immerses himself in Teton County, Wyoming-both
the richest county in the United States and the county
with the nation's highest level of income inequality-to
investigate interconnected questions about money,
nature, and community in the twenty-first century. Farrell
draws on three years of in-depth interviews with
"ordinary" millionaires and the world's wealthiest
billionaires, four years of in-person observation in the
community, and original quantitative data to provide
comprehensive and unique analytical insight on the ultrawealthy. He also interviewed low-income workers who
could speak to their experiences as employees for and
members of the community with these wealthy people.
He finds that the wealthy leverage nature to climb even
higher on the socioeconomic ladder, and they use their
engagement with nature and rural people as a way of
creating more virtuous and deserving versions of
themselves. Billionaire Wilderness demonstrates that our
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contemporary understanding of the relationship between
the ultra-wealthy and the environment is empirically
shallow, and our reliance on reports of national economic
trends distances us from the real experiences of these
people and their local communities"-Billionaire Liam Manning has been too busy building his
internet security empire to care about romance. So when
a death-bed promise to his brother forces him to prove
he can properly seduce a woman, Liam relies on his
strengths. Hacking into an online dating site to find a
suitable "love tutor" is as easy as it is logical. All Lorelei
Torres wants is a family and an honest man to love. After
falling for one-too-many Mr. Wrongs, Lorelei's mother
signs her up for an online dating site. Maybe it's time to
let an impartial computer chose a man for her—especially
if that computer plans to match her with sexy men like
Liam. But Liam's made a critical error. Lorelei has
breached the firewall around his heart, and if he falls for
her, he'll have to reveal his real identity—and his
deception—to the only woman who's ever made him
question why love isn't on his to-do list. Each book in the
Guide to Love series is a standalone, full-length story
that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1
Played by the Billionaire Book #2 His Billion Dollar
Dilemma Book #3 Masquerading with the Billionaire
Two of his heirs having been ruled out, the king turns to
the black sheep of the family.… Luca Fierezza is a royal
rebel. He's made Niroli a magnet for the rich and
famous—and himself a billionaire. Megan Donovan's
stunned when she's jailed after working at Luca's casino.
And her unlikely rescuer is her new boss, Luca! She's
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entirely at his mercy…and his passion! A scandal will end
Luca's chance to be king. But he wants little thief Megan
at his beck and call, day and night!
Warning: This box set features a Dominant alpha male
who will OWN your days and nights. It contains over
130,000 words of WHITE HOT suspense, dirty talk,
spanking, and other assorted naughtiness and should be
read with caution…and spare panties. Marine turned
billionaire arms dealer Jackson Hawke has one goal—to
have the woman who ruined his life at his mercy. He’ll
see her on her knees, even if he has to pay for the
privilege. Six years ago, Hannah buried her twin sister.
Now, with her family in jeopardy, Hannah must sell
herself to a wealthy stranger in order to save their home.
She expects to be scarred by the experience. She
doesn’t expect to pay penance for her sister’s sins or to
meet a man who brings her body savagely to life.
Jackson Hawke might be a monster, but he’s Hannah’s
monster. They belong together and she’s determined to
show Jackson that she can love every part of him—light
and dark, cruel and gentle, lost soul and Dominant man.
Can a monster learn to become a man again? Or will
dark forces from the past claim Hannah’s life before she
can claim Jackson’s heart? *This box set contains the
complete Bought by the Billionaire series Keywords:
Bondage & spanking (BDSM), clamps & cuffs, rough
sex, public sex, toys, alpha/dominant male, romance,
romantic, erotic, erotica, S&M, contemporary, women's
fiction, short story, short stories, completed series,
series, serial, the bought by the billionaire series, everly
stone, suspense, billionaire, military, kidnapped, steamy,
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complete series, anthology, completed serial.
Driven to distraction… Hotshot entrepreneur Benjamin Da
Silva is used to being in the driver's seat, but when he
finds himself in need of a chauffeur, beautiful, straighttalking Jess Murphy proves that sometimes taking his
foot off the pedal can be equally pleasurable! Jess isn't
impressed by his wealth, but each glimpse in the
rearview mirror has her aching to climb into the backseat
and submit to Benjamin's every command. His recent
takeover cost her her job, and she knows she should
steer clear—so why can't she get off the collision course
leading right toward Benjamin?
WARNING: Dark, dirty, forbidden, and hot as hell.
Marine turned billionaire arms dealer Jackson Hawke
has one goal--to have the woman who ruined his life at
his mercy. He'll see her on her knees, even if he has to
pay for the privilege. Six years ago, Hannah buried her
twin sister. Now, with her family in jeopardy, Hannah
must sell herself to a wealthy stranger in order to save
their home. She expects to be scarred by the
experience. She doesn't expect to pay penance for her
sister's sins or to meet a man who brings her body
savagely to life. Now Hannah must choose--confess to
Jackson that she's not the twin he's looking for and forfeit
the money she needs to survive, or submit to a man
whose dark domination may be the end of them both. *
*CLIFFHANGER ALERT: Dark Domination ends in a
cliffhanger. It is the 1st in the Bought by the Billionaire
romance series. The entire series is out now. Same
steamy romance, new author name.* * Keywords:
Bondage & spanking (BDSM), clamps & cuffs, rough
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sex, public sex, toys, alpha/dominant male, romance,
romantic, erotic, erotica, S&M, contemporary, women's
fiction, short story, short stories, completed series,
series, serial, the bought by the billionaire series, lili
valente, l. valente, suspense, free books, freebies,
billionaire, military, kidnapped, steamy
He needs a wife. She needs a paycheck. But neither
expect the heat in their marriage of convenience. No one
puts CEO Jack Sutton in a corner, not even his mother...
or her will. If he wants his inheritance, he needs to be
married, but no one said the marriage had to be anything
other than a business arrangement. There are plenty of
willing women, and they'll play by the rules: stick to the
script and don't fall in love. He only has to find one in
time. Too bad he only left himself a few hours. Kelly
Bradley made it into the law school of her dreams, but
she has no way to pay and the tuition deadline is fast
approaching. Marrying a billionaire might be a bit drastic,
but spending one year on his arm will make all her
problems go away... if she can keep her heart in check.
That's never been a problem in the past. It's a business
arrangement, but when one thing leads to another will
Jack be able to let Kelly go? Or can he find a way to
renegotiate the deal of his life? This is a standalone book
in the Sutton Billionaires Series. A shorter version of this
book was previously published in the Sutton Capital
Series under the title Legal Ease.
The Master’s Wife Once a student working in a deadend hotel job to makes ends meet, Elizabeth dreamed of
a better life. When she foolishly decided to shower in the
penthouse bathroom of one of the hotel guests, the
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occupant of the room returned to discover the naked
Elizabeth. It had consequences she did not expect. Over
time, the Billionaire Richard Haswell became Elizabeth’s
loving Master and has now married her. On their
honeymoon, what will happen next? Readers of this tale
risk shortage of breath, hot flushes and wet panties.
Medical assistance should not be required. A BDSM
Erotic Romance Explicit Adult Content. For Mature
Readers Only
Will a case of mistaken identity lead to happily ever after
or will a well-intentioned charade keep them apart? All
women ever want from Sebastian Schultz is his family's
money, which is why he's avoided dating like the plague.
Then Genevieve Willis walks into the Schultz building,
ranting about her meeting with the cold fish head of the
company, unaware that's exactly who she's speaking to.
Immediately drawn to her beauty and sense of humor,
Sebastian can't resist this opportunity to finally get to
know a woman without the stigma of the Schultz name.
So he introduces himself as Kurtis from the Public
Relations department, then implores his playboy younger
brother to act as president in his place. Genevieve can't
believe her luck landing her dream job, though she's not
looking forward to working with Sebastian, whose
reputation as being distant and unapproachable
precedes him. But she's pleasantly surprised by the
warm, welcoming man behind the desk. Yet as they
develop an easy rapport and he turns on the charm, she
can't stop thinking about Kurtis, the sweet PR guy, who
captured her attention just by being himself. As "Kurtis"
and Genevieve begin working together on the biggest
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charity event of the year, will it become impossible for
him to conceal his real identity? And will she forgive him
when she learns the truth?
Describes the 1985 purchase of a bottle of 1787
Chãateau Lafite Bordeaux for $156,000, the mysterious
background of the wine, and the enigmatic wine collector
who discovered the bottle, once supposedly owned by
Thomas Jefferson, in a bricked-up Paris cellar.
When Lana Bloom learns the devastating news that her
mother is dying, she is faced with a terrible dilemma. The
one thing that can save her is the one thing she does not
have. For young and Innocent Lana, the unthinkable is
her only choice. When she walks through the door of that
exclusive restaurant she has no idea of the seismic shift
her life is about to take, for the highest bidder will not be
the rich man she has accompanied. Fate drops her at
the feet of the deeply mysterious and dazzlingly
gorgeous American banker, Blake Law Barrington.
Includes mature themes and sexual content.
WARNING: This is one deep, dark, hard-spanking, dirtytalking read. Are you ready? Hannah is in too deep,
falling steadily under Jackson's erotic control. It doesn't
matter that he's her captor and tormentor. She lives for
the nights when he draws her deeper into his world,
teaching her the thrill of submission Pain and pleasure.
Love and hate. Him and her. Jackson is
falling--remembering why he couldn't get enough of the
woman who destroyed him--but so is she. Soon, he'll
reach Hannah's hard limit and her obedient façade will
fall away, exposing the monster he's hunted across three
continents. But soon a shocking revelation interrupts
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their dark and twisted game and Jackson is left
wondering who is the true monster. * *CLIFFHANGER
ALERT: Deep Domination ends in a cliffhanger. It is the
2nd in the Bought by the Billionaire romance series. For
maximum enjoyment the series should be read in order.
Same steamy romance, new author name. * * Keywords:
Bondage & spanking (BDSM), clamps & cuffs, rough
sex, public sex, toys, alpha/dominant male, romance,
romantic, erotic, erotica, S&M, contemporary, women's
fiction, short story, short stories, completed series,
series, serial, the bought by the billionaire series, everly
stone, suspense, billionaire, military, kidnapped, steamy
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